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Philosophy meets
real-world problems

Contact: Kenniscentrum Filosofie
http://www.rug.nl/filosofie/kcf/ 
Email: kcf@rug.nl
Twitter: @ScienceShopsRUG
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Knowledge
Center
Philosophy

Philosophy students write 
reading guides on popular 
philosophical books for 
reading clubs for seniors 
(Senia).

Co-
organizing 
the Night of 
Philosophy: 
popular 
philosophy 
lectures 
around 
theme.

Project ‘Tussenweg’ 
(‘Midway’) creates a 
structured dialogue on 
sensitive political topics in 
High School.

Project ‘Democratic renewal’ 
on deliberate democracy in 
Groningen to enhance policies 
and increase involvement 
civilians.

In ‘De Opstap’ 
people without 
social network can 
recover after 
being discharged 
from hospital and 
make them feel 
home. But what 
constitutes as 
‘home’?

Stimulating popular 
discourse on research 
concerning communal 
privacy: Can an open society 
exist when on- and offline 
discourse is increasingly 
monitored?


